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What a sadness …
We had hoped, some more than others, that the worst was over; someone was believing that the
summer season would have killed the remaining of that unclean animal that had caused so much
pain. More than a certainty it was a hope, because couldn’t stand it anymore to stay like prisoners
and keeping that bloody piece of cloth on the face. Somebody was attempting to exorcise it, using
of various colors or putting sentences or logos, and some ladies were trying to match them with
their clothes; but as a matter of fact, you can do whatever you like but cannot change the reality.
The reality moves inside each one of us different feelings: fear, rebellion, anger: but what is really
predominant is sadness.
Can you remember the imagine of the Pope praying under the rain in a deserted S. Peter’s square ?
Well, for sure it hasn’t the same pathos, but to see a little old woman walking down in Pignola with
a cane and dressing that blood mask is something that generates big sadness.
And now, cherry on the cake, Christmas is coming.
For believers, the most important feast, bearer of joy; this year it’s quite a provocation: no midnight
mass, an intimate dinner and –above all- a silence as we have never heard
Who knows ? maybe that night was exactly like that…
DB

Jan. 17 in a minor key
Who was not born in Pignola cannot surely understand
the feeling of inhabitants during the anniversary of
St. Anthony in this 2021, and could consider strange
their sense of having been cheated of something that
represents one of the most traditional events of town’s
life.
An events that culminates with the long awaited race of
mules, monkeys and horses, but is also made of other
elements, like the collection ad preparation of the
firewood for the bonfire in the night, and the blessing of
animals. So, to see a small fire in a brazier and the Saint
just standing at the church door has been really sad for
the inhabitants.
A “foreign” person could say that currently there are
bigger problems to worry about; and maybe true; but
who will tell such words to people that until now saw
his life marked by events like the Jan. 17 ?
DB
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PARTICIPATION and SHARING
To participate and contribute to the socio-cultural growth of our community is a right/duty of every
citizen and local institution. That’s what the Catholic Action of Pignola is trying to do, giving its
attention to every action going in that direction.
This is also valid for the 600th anniversary of the Pignola’s annexation into the “Casa santa
dell’Annunziata di Napoli”.
We started such initiative, involving local associations; and once everybody was convinced to go
ahead, we passed the baton to the Pro Loco President, Mrs Loredana Albano, who gladly accepted
to handle management and organizational aspects, being better positioned than Catholic Action to
pursue the project.
This doesn’t mean we’re are out of the flow: we will be always alongside the Pro Loco, giving our
maximum contribution to bring to the light this historical heritage.
The President
Fiorentino Trapanese

Little considerations on current times
Looking at the current period, that in effect is going on since one year, it is absolutely correct the
Cicerone’s sentence “Mala tempora currunt…” (“Bad times are upon”; as well, it is
understandable that normally the second part of his sentence is omitted, because it states (as bird of
ill omen) “ sed peiora parantur” , meaning “…but the worst has yet to come” .
Well, let’s hope it doesn’t come true because it’s bad enough, so we don’t need anything else.
So, trying to forget for a moment the big ones, there are “little” problems that are anyway boring us.
One of them is the simple, habitual act to shake hands meeting somebody.
Maybe that many people do not know from what such a gesture comes.
Once, the sword was on the left side and it was drawn with the right hand to pierce the enemy;
thus, the offer of an empty right hand was indicating the absence of bad intentions.
Well, now it’s quite the same: we’re not shaking hands just to avoid to give a friend the present of a
bunch of viruses…
That’s why we had to become quite “Japanese” ! You see, although with the utmost respect for that
thousands-year old civilization, to replace a warm handshake with a little bow leaves us
unsatisfied; and let’s avoid to mention the choreographed elbows contact that makes people like
quadrille’s dancers…
Back to church staff, yes, it’s true that baptism or wedding must be an “internal event”, not
overshadowed by external factors; but the tradition of reuniting with relatives and friends in a
cheerful and noisy banquet after the religious ceremony cannot disappear in the short term.
Therefore now these event are being postponed, awaiting for better times, when it will be possible
to stay all together without strange gags hanging on ears to avoid spitting each other.
So, let’s hope that the near future will be far better, allowing to fulfill with many of these events the
“Parish events” page of our internet site, that is desolately empty since too much time.
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June 13 – First confession (Day of Pardon)
Despite the difficulties we had to face, quarantines, pauses, fears, we finally have been able to
celebrate the First Confession.
We are really proud of our children: they attended the lessons with perseverance and attention and,
in spite of face masks and physical distance, we saw in their eyes the wish to learn and the
amazement discovering this sacrament they were going to receive consciously for the first time.
It has been truly a participatory and moving celebration, and that’s valid also for us: mentoring
them in their journey of faith is always a strong emotion for us.
Thanks kids: every Saturday you gave us a cheerful hour.
Thanks to their parents for trusting in us during a so delicate period.
Let’s hope that next year everything will return to normality.
The catechists
Teresa, Mariagrazia e Carmela

June 25 - Confirmation
Also this course came to end: today another group of teenager receives the sacrament of
Confirmation.
The ritual begins again with their processional access to the Church with the presence of the Bishop
and, obviously, of their moved relatives and parents.
This time the emotion is really great, because these twelve kids are reaching the conclusion of their
preparation path after the suspension of Catechism activities caused by Coronavirus.
During this suspension period, technology allowed us to keep alive the contact with them, using
also the material made available by Diocesan Office (educational cards, videos, prayers within the
family)
Luckily, the current status allowed to have latest meetings physically attended, and we saw the
result because the candidates showed their desire to conclude the path receiving this Sacrament,
considered as very important and binding for the Christian life.
The celebration was presided by Mons. Ligorio, and our parish priest, speaking to the 12 kids
compared them to the 12 Apostles that, despite the fear, received with dedication and love the Holy
Spirit becoming instrument of evangelization.
We, as catechists, want to
tank these boys and girls,
because they’ve allowed us
to relive the importance of
this sacrament, and at the
same time we nostalgically
recalled our first year of
catechism, when we began
this great and mysterious
task.
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FIRST COMMUNION
So, in spite of everything, also this year we are at the Main Church to celebrate the First
Communion.
Yes, “in spite of everything” : we cannot ignore how this pandemic continues -since quite two
years- to severely impact various aspects of our life; and one of them has been the catechism, that
couldn’t be as in the past. It was really hard for children but mainly for catechists, that had to work
surrounded by difficulties; so we have to give them a great thank you. As well, we must consider
how disappointed are today all the relatives that cannot be here because of the limitations.
Anyway, let’s try to forget the situation for a moment, trying to enjoy the ceremony that begins with
the children’s entering procession: with them, enters also a blast of new life, making the very old
building bright and less austere. In their little white habits, they proceed quite clumsy, being afraid
to make something wrong “just today”…
Reaching the altar, each one puts his flower into a vase, were they grow becoming a gorgeous
bouquet, a jubilation of white. During the mass, they answer and sing, although that hateful piece of
cloth makes muffled their crystal-clear voices.
With his homily the parish priest, using very simple terms, explained the real meaning of the word
communion, and therefore the importance of such a day; and looking at their faces, they were really
“drinking” his words: at least for a while, they’ll remember that we all should feel as a unique, big
family.
It must be mentioned how the various steps of the ceremony were underlined by sound of the organ
and the voices of the choir; often we underestimate their importance, but try to imagine the same
celebration without them…
Somebody could define some moments as purely choreographic and unnecessary; and it may be
true. But don’t forget this is a “First communion feast”: what kind of feast would it be without a
few choreography, also thinking it is addressed to children ?
Now the highest point: one by one, in perfect order, they go to receive the consecrated host in their
open hands, tasting -as don Antonio said- a “new and different flavor”.
Blessed is he who, receiving in the future the Eucharist, will keep intact the emotions of this
moment.
It seems appropriate to end bringing the text of the prayer read by Andrea on behalf of his
companions:
Mary, Mother of Jesus and our Mother,
we, your children, consecrate ourselves to you.
We entrust to you so that we may live a holy life:
to be your little servants, so that you can rely on us
to help you in bringing to completion
the loving plan that the Father has on each one of us.
Mother of Jesus and our Mother,
give us the grace to be always faithful
to the Church and to the Holy Father and, together with you,
to love and to worship the Lord Jesus
Amen
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First Communion - August the 1st
We like to start with a great “Thanks” !
Thanks God for this day full of emotions. Thanks for guiding us on this journey of preparation to
the First Communion of 33 children who completed, with great effort, the route begun three years
ago.
It was not easy because of the pandemic, but we had to do it ! That’s why we had to prolong the
catechism up to the end of July, with two meetings per week, to teach children to know, love and
serve the Lord also under the aspect of the broken bread and the blood spilled becoming the body
and blood of our Savior during the mass celebration.
Before this day, on Friday 30th July we had the spiritual retreat; we all met at the Main Church and
don Antonio proposed some items of reflection, followed by the confession of each one; and you
could read the emotion on their faces.
Finally the long awaited day: on Sunday the 1st we welcomed the children in the Rectory and then
we all went singing toward the church, where their parents were waiting to take pictures of them,
dressed in white tunics and with faces lighted up with an inner light.
The best memory we will keep in our eyes and hearts is the sight of children with folded hands and
the gaze fixed to the Eucharist. We really hope they understood how great the love of Father is and
that they will become his friends only if they will be able to love as He did, in order to continue
their journey of faith more consciously.
The catechists Pina e Giusy
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The Catholic Action and The Accession/Membership day
As in the past, also this year the C.A. of Pignola has celebrated the accession/membership day on
December the 8th, feast of the Immaculate Conception. In this day it’s an established C.A. practice
to give a fraternal greeting to all practicing catholic in Pignola, a community always enthusiastically
participating to every religious, cultural, and social initiative because they strongly believe in those
values and ideals that are focusing on the human person.
Our association is alive, and doesn’t want to surrender to the difficulties that are hampering our
actions since a long time because of the COVID. We’re convinced that C.A. is like a community
school, the main road to reach the goals entrusted by the Church to lay people that, acting in this
way, is able to learn how to become God’s people.
Therefore each one of us has been always present near our local Church to cooperate in helping
those social categories asking for help like poor, elder, sick, confused young, up to environmental
protection and climate. Let me repeat that C.A. is a dynamic and cohesive association, where every
member feels involved to go ahead, taking possession of the basic values contained in the Church’s
social doctrine and well in evidence in the “All brothers” encyclical from Pope Francis.
That’s why we appeal to everybody’s sensibility, asking to join us: we have to grow, to go further
together, men and women of goodwill, to serve humanity and make the world a better place.
The C.A. president

Fiorentino Trapanese
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BAPTISM

09/05 - Bianca Iannelli di Vito e Annalisa
23/05 - Enrica Vignola di Enrico e Francesca
13/06 - Bianca Argoneto di Pierluigi e Rossana
19/06 - Francesca Speranza Cuccaro di Carmine e Tiziana
20/06 - Matilde Rosa di Massimo e Antonella
20/06 - Beatrice Santarsiero di Paolo e Selena
27/06 - Lorenzo Turdo di Daniele e Mariachiara
4/07 - Francesco Piro di Stefano e Irene
4/07 - Rocco Villano di Giuseppe e Maria
11/07 - Donato Vista di Nicola e Gianna
11/07 - Alessio Mancino di Giovanni e Maria
24/07 - Brando Calvello di Michele e Claudia
25/07 - Francesco Ruggiero di Antonello e Rosamaria
25/07 - Alice Spagniuolo di Francesco e Marilena
29/07 - Daniel Ronzani di Walter e Nunzia
01/08 - Rocco Datena di Pasquale e Patrizia
07/08 - Paolo Del Giudice di Luigi e Stefania
08/08 - Laura Petrullo di Pasquale e Catia
08/08 - Silvia Petrullo di Pasquale e Catia
22/08 - Michele Larocca di Nicola e Rosita
28/08 - Artemis Lauria di Saverio Cristiano e Evangelia
29/08 - Diego Corleto di Nicola e Anna
29/08 - Nicola Sarli di Michele e Federica
29/08 - Giulia Lo Re di Rocco e Paola
04/09 - Marta Aloisio di Alessio e Nicoletta
05/09 - Deniz Leandro Azrak di Fatih e Mirella
05/09 - Soleil Buonansegna di Rocco e Tamara
18/09 - Emanuele Viola di Alessandro e Mariacarmen
26/09 - Marianna Sarli di Angelo Donatello e Carmela
12/12 - Donato Petraglia di Giuseppe e Valeria
23/12 – Gerardo Corleto di Giovanni e Claudia
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FIRST COMMUNION – Aug. 1

Chiara Albano, Simone Braidich, Ilaria Buonansegna, Alice Calogero, Paolo Calvello,
Alessio Darimini, Paola Datena, Vincenzo Di Lorenzo, Chiara Di Ceste, Matteo Femminini,
Alberto Giardiello, Vittoria Giardiello, Angela Pia Giuliano, Camilla Gruosso,
Carmen Iannielli, Giulia La Salvia, Pasquale Lonato, Luigi Marino, Andrea Meduri,
Alessia Melcore, Alessandro Muro, Jacopo Pantuliano, Matteo Pastore,
Costanza Petrone, Rocco Pisani, Michele Ricotta, Rocco Riviello, Caterina Riviezzi,
Italo Nicolò Romano, Luciana Rosa, Ludovica Russo, Anthony Santangelo,
Sara Tramutola
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CONFIRMATION – June 25

Emanuele Aquino, Angela Marisa Aristide, Vincenzo Aristide, Fabrizio Azzilonna,
Roberta Claps, Federica Corleto, Angelo Marino, Emma Riviello, Anthony Karol Rosa,
Sofia Sangregorio, Salvatore Signa, Giovanni Tramutola

August 31
Michela Abbandonato, Giulia Filomena Capriuoli, Pasquale Lonato,
Valerio Lo Re, Michele Vista
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MATRIMONY

25/06 - Vito Laurino e Annarita Baldantoni
05/07 - Domenico Lovallo e Celeste Di Stefano
07/07 - Antonio Paciello e Rossella Fusco
09/07 - Fabrizio Pili e Teresa Cardellicchio
17/07 - Gaetano Santangelo e Rosalia Ermete
22/07 - Francesco Grandinetti e Carmen Pisani
04/08 - Carmine Rosa e Teresa Lucia
07/08 - Gaetano Santangelo e Rosanna Fortunato
10/08 - Antonio Pietrafesa e Maria Teresa Datena
19/08 - Francesco Corleto e Lucia Mineccia
19/08 - Alessandro Olita e Silvana Stola
21/08 - Antonello Acquavia e Federica Vista
25/08 - Potito Rosa e Rossana Falce
30/08 - Giovanni Russo e Gabriella Muscillo
09/09 - Antonio Pelosi e Natalina Petraglia
09/09 - Rocco Pietrafesa e Anna Motta
13/09 - Emanuele Cavallo e Antonella Falce
24/09 - Claudio Lisi e Rosanna Santarsiero
30/09 - Fabio Lombardi e Giulia Rosa
16/10 - Giuseppe Benevento e M. Antonietta Mancino

Silver Wedding

Carmine Capezzera e Elisa Petraglia

June 1, 2021

Golden Wedding

Donato Melcore e Anna Palmieri 18-9-2021
Luigi Roma e Maria Berterame 18-12-2021
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FUNERAL
PAOLO PETRAGLIA
MARIA PETRILLO
ANTONIO LAGROTTA
VINCENZO NICOLA SCAVONE
LUCIA COVIELLO
GAETANA DEL GENIO
PAOLO MANCINO
GAETANO DI BELLO TOLLA
SALVATORE CALACE
FRANCESCA ROSSETTI
LAURA ESTERINA TERESA DI TULLIO
GIUSEPPINA TORTORELLA
ANTONIO VIGNOLA
TERESA DARIMINI
NAZZARENO SABIA
VITO LORUSSO
SERAFINA CORLETO
FELICE SANTANGELO
ANGELA MARIA GERARDI
MARIA OLITA
MARIA CARMELA ROSA
MARIA LAURINO
MARIA FELICIA CORLETO
DONATA MARIA SILEO
ANTONIETTA SARLI
ANGELA LIGRANI
GIUSEPPE ROMA
GIUSEPPE MONTANARO
GAETANO FALCE
GERARDO ROSA
CELESTINA DAMIANO
ANTONIA FINIZIO
SAVERIO PACIELLO
GERARDINA GUMA
ANGELA CORLETO
LUIGI LATTUCHELLA
VINCENZO ARISTIDE
VINCENZO AQUINO
MARIA VIGNOLA
RUGGIERO FALIVENE

30-05-1929
21-09-1922
17-04-1970
10-02-1953
31-09-1933
18-11-1950
18-07-1933
26-07-1934
18-06-1961
23-06-1945
19-08-1937
12-08-1931
11-10-1929
21-08-1926
30-10-1935
02-10-1923
01-07-1930
24-08-1950
26-09-1944
25-09-1938
13-05-1926
17-12-1934
22-06-1932
03-11-1950
18-04-1934
31-05-1938
01-08-1951
12-01-1929
07-02-1933
28-04-1941
29-07-1934
16-06-1921
04-06-1961
10-05-1936
07-12-1932
22-08-1943
29-03-1939
17-02-1924
15-09-1925
08-07-1938
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01-01-2021
04-01-2021
15-01-2021
18-01-2021
22-01-2021
23-01-2021
27-01-2021
28-01-2021
29-01-2021
01-02-2021
03-02-2021
05-02-2021
23-02-2021
24-03-2021
15-04-2021
24-04-2021
29-04-2021
04-05-2021
05-05-2021
10-05-2021
20-05-2021
27-05-2021
04-06-2021
08-06-2021
12-06-2021
18-06-2021
30-06-2021
12-07-2021
13-07-2021
18-07-2021
19-07-2021
31-07-2021
03-08-2021
05-08-2021
11-08-2021
03-09-2021
08-09-2021
11-09-2021
19-09-2021
26-09-2021

DONATA PELOSI
CARMINE FIORE
LUCIA DESTEFANO
ROSA ALBANO
FLORA SANZA
RAFFAELE GIRELLI
GIUSEPPE PUNELLA
SERAFINA ROMA
NICOLINO PIRO
PAOLO ROSA
MARIA VITTORIA ALBANO
ROCCO IAQUINTA
MICHELE FANELLI
ANTONIO IANNELLI
ASSUNTA GUMA
SAVINO ALBANO
DONATA TELESCA

06-12-1928
10-06-1929
13-12-1946
09-01-1932
19-03-1926
11-10-1948
05-09-1932
31-01-1948
23-08-1947
03-09-1947
18-12-1919
06-05-1934
01-08-1951
02-02-1946
31-03-1931
24-12-1933
15-01-1941
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09-10-2021
15-10-2021
20-10-2021
22-10-2021
24-10-2021
28-10-2021
28-10-2021
16-11-2021
18-11-2021
26-11-2021
01-12-2021
05-12-2021
10-12-2021
10-12-2021
15-12-2021
21-12-2021
25-12-2021

